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TRIGLAV NORTH FACE IN WINTER 

• BY M. M. DEBELAK 1 

OME of our most wonderful mountaineering experiences are not 
garnered on expeditions that have been carefully planned and 
prepared for months beforehand. We live them unexpectedly, 

the outcome of an unexpected resolve, a crazy impulse, and of a sudden 
they are with us. We are plunged into the midst of incredible adven
tures and live them as we do dreams : something of a nightmare at 
times, and breathless moments. But such experiences are part of our 
mountaineering heritage, they give expression to the true mountaineer 
spirit, and only one who is capable of such impulse has the chance of 
lighting upon such marvellous moments as I did with my comrades in 
the adventure of which I will tell. · 

Once upon a time, Derzaj and I made the descent of Triglav N. face 
in early spring, practically under winter conditions. It happened 
a very long time ago and left no vivid memories. It was one of those 
trips that go off without a hitch. 

We had spent glorious days on ski on Kredarica. It had taken us 
little more than a day's work to cut good steps up to the summit of 
Triglav, and then we had run up every afternoon to enjoy the view in 
every one of winter's moods and changes of light. But all good things 
come to an end: we had to go down to the valley. Sadly we sat on the 
edge of the Wall peered crossly up at the sun and down into the Vrata 
gorge, where spring was already faintly astir. And then we had such 
an impulse, born of unexhausted energy and a dash of curiosity as well. 
' Let's go down by the Wall! ' It was Derzaj's idea. Of course 
I was keen at once. Derzaj shouldered my ski, snicked on his own 
and skimmed down to the Prag path and so to the base of the Wall. 
There he rammed both pair of ski into the snow, and at nightfall 
was back with me at the Kredarica hostel. 

The winter dawn saw us both, fantastically equipped, plodding 
across the glacier. I had a ski-stick, Derzaj (a good thing, too !) an 
ice-axe. A clothes-line, borrowed at the hostel, served as a rope. 
We gained the edge of the Wall. The upper chimneys of the Slovene 
route (the easiest of the Wall routes) were clear of snow, and so we came 
down, hand over hand, so to say, each by his own chimney, to the great 
snow gully below. The snow was terribly steep a precipitous sheet 
of white, but fortunately slightly soft on the surface. Safeguarding was 

1 We express our warm .. thanks to Mme. Debelak for this article, which was 
published in German in O.A.,?.., February, 1938, to Mrs. Copeland for the 
translation, and to the Editor, O.A.Z., for permission to use the original. 
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impossible for lack of a proper rope and two axes ; so Edo went down 
first, burrowing steps and handholds of generous proportions. Of 
course we had to descend face to the Wall. I rammed my ski-stick, re
versed, into the holes hacked by Edo with his axe, and so had firm 
handholds for my descent. It was a slow business, and I failed to 
experience any elation over it. The day was still and sunny. In the 
open, scents of spring tempered the wintry air. In the Wall it was icy 
cold. I soon had more than enough of staring unintermittedly down 
between my legs or sideways over my shoulder. At long last the snow
field came to an end. The gully became less precipitous ; we took to 
the rocks on our right and enjoyed a cheerful, damp and chilly descent 
through snow-blocked chimneys and over wet slabs. One chimney, 
smooth and ·glazed with ice, we negotiated by slithering down and 
landing with a bump on the cone of snow at the bottom. The descent 
took us some three or four hours in all, and then we found ourselves at 
the foot of the rocks beside our ski. 

That was no outstanding adventure. Although we had done the 
Wall in snow, it was not really and truly Triglav N. face in winter. 
That would have to be done in January or February. 

The idea recurred to me a few years later. I was in Martulj ek, 
enjoying lovely frosty ski weather, and had arranged to meet my 
friends at Mojstrana. 

It was a moonless night early in February. In eager expectancy 
I waited at the little country station of Mojstrana, peering impatiently 
into the darkness. At last, the rumbling of the train. Will they 
come ? Shall we set out on our perilous journey up the snow-bound 
V rata valley ? Then the engine lights blazed along the track, catching 
my waiting glance. Three well-known forms emerged, with ski and 
ice-axes, my three friends. We said never a word about our goal, 
but pushed on to the village in high feather, and turned into an inn for 
a warm drink. 

' Where are you off to ? ' Our eyes twinkled slyly, but our lips 
returned a casual ' Oh, just out for a bit of a run [ ' After all, no one 
would have believed that we were bound for Triglav N. face in 
snow. 

We glided up the darkened Vrata valley. vVe went thoroughly into 
all the pros and cons of our enterprise. What if the rock were ice
bound ? We were equipped with crampons, axes and pitons. And 
if the sheltered gullies were blocked with powder snow ? That would 
make very heavy going. Should we get through in a day, in one short 
winter's day ? Of course. In summer it would take us four hours, 
and if we allowed four times as long, surely that would be ample. 
And our ski ? They would have to come up, too; can't have a run 
down without ski. A hundred questions, but an answer pat for each. 
Who shall blame us ? None but he to whom the pure desire for 
achievement, the irresistible longing for the self-chosen path are 
foreign and incomprehensible. 

The way was long, very long and dark. At last we reached the old 
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Aljaz hut at the valley-head, close to the large Aljaz hostel, familiar 
to summer tourists, now unfriendly and forbidding, locked up for the 
winter. 

A dog that belonged to the frontier guards not many minutes further 
up the gorge came barking round the hut. We opened the door and 
he entered diffidently, tried to wag the tail he did not possess, and soon 
made friends, first with our packs and then with ourselves. 

I lay wide awake, listening to the even breathing of my friends and 
the contented grumphing of the truant guard dog. Then it grew chilly. 
The dog crept to the cold stove and nosed reproachfully among the 
sticks. With a sigh I got up and mended the fire. Another half-hour, 
and we would have to start. 

Reluctantly our four-footed guest sneaked after us into the freezing 
night. The frontier guards were not satisfied with a look at our 
papers. We had to tell them where -vve were going. And then we 
were really off. 

The cold was nipping. Our eyes \¥ere heavy with sleep. But it 
would soon be day. . 

We put on crampons below the steep gully that leads up to the wide 
terrace of the Prag path. The snow was hard ; very soon we reached 
the terrace and crossed to the foot of the Slovene and Konig-Domenigg 
routes. 2 

The sky was translucent blue in the winter cold when we reached 
the ledge leading to the climb. By now it was almost 8 o'clock, and 
the snow no longer hard, but dry powder. At first it was unpleasant 
to traverse by the inclined ledge without safe hold, but we soon got 
used to it, for the snow was no better in any other part of the Wall. 
On the contrary, the higher we climbed, the drier we found it. 

We ascended a steep snow tongue and gained the first ice-bound 
fissure in the rock. It was pretty hard work getting up, and the ski 
had to be handed up separately. Time simply flew. A second fissure, 
or perhaps a chi1nney choked with drift snow, took~ us to a patch of 
snow higher up. A shallow chimney led to a traverse to the left by 
a rock-roofed ledge. Edo led. By the time it came to my turn I felt 
duly impressed. Traversing by an ice-crusted, steeply hanging 
Kriechband ledge, safeguarded sideways while I tried to make up for 
the absence of handhold by wedging my head against the overhang, 
was not my idea of amusement. 

A very steep fissure led to a precipitously steep snowfield that had 
draped itself about the rock. I have mentioned a trifle of a chimney 
or two so far ; well, the afternoon was wearing on and not one third 
of the Wall below us. To the right of the sno\rneld were the notorious 
white slabs of the N. face. To cross those slabs would have taken us 
untold hours spent in chipping the ice out of the cracks that afford hand 
and foothold in summer. We contemplated the Wall to the left of 
the slabs, rising perpendicularly to the red culminating rock to the left 
of the Slovene route, broken by chimneys and snow tongues that led 

2 See A.J. 39· illustration between pp. 136, 137; also A.J. 42. 78 sqq. 
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up to the left-hand corner of the final rock face. There we might hope 
for a traverse to the glacier. 

Our snowfield narrowed and grew more precipitous. Dusk found 
us below a wide, roofed chimney. The rocks to the right were glazed 
with ice. Above them loomed a patch of snow, so we felt sure of find
ing a snowfield for our further progress. Of course .we had first to 
climb up to it. Edo, who led throughout, tried to negotiate the rock 
step, but failed to drive in a piton and it took him all his time to get 
back into our gully. The chimney was our only hope. In the mean
time darkness had closed in upon us and there was nothing for it but 
to bivouac. 

Edo did some stemming. At the first chockstone he crawled into 
the chimney and reported that in spite of drift snow there was room 
for four inside at a pinch. This was no small comfort for us, hanging 
on to our axes on very doubtful foothold, our feet stiff and numb with 
cold. Zivko followed Edo. Then we passed up the ski, which had 
to be stowed on the next floor, above the second chockstone. At last, 
Sergi and I had leave to come up likewise, to our great satisfaction, 
as we could no longer be sure whether our lower limbs terminated in 
feet or in icicles. 

Comfort was at a discount in that chimney. As the smallest and 
non-active member of the party, I had to make myself scarce in the 
recesses behind the upper chockstone while Edo and Zivko cleared 
the snow from the lower one, Sergi safeguarding them as they worked. 
We gained a couple ·of feet by levelling the snow; then we disposed 
a pair of ski on the floor, with our axes, stiffened ropes, frozen spats 
and gloves scattered about for interior decoration. We could now 
squat back to back, the four of us. Owing to lack of space, only one 
of us could ' undress ' at a time, that is, remove boots, change socks for 
a fresh pair and then resume boots. It goes without saying that this 
process was accompanied by sarcastic comments and requests to hurry 
up from those wP.o were waiting their turn. I stuffed paper into my 
boots and my feet into my rucksack. We had neither tent nor sleeping
bags. It was nearly midnight by the time we settled down, but there 
remained seven hours of darkness to face. In the darkness and silence 
of the winter night we crouched together in our eyrie on the Wall. 
All was still around us, uncannily still. I tried to make out the profile 
of Stenar, but in vain. Only the deep gash of the Luknja Pass was 
faintly discernible. Surely Triglav was asleep, too, he was so still ; 
not a sound, not a breath. My peering eyes grew heavy and I fell 
asleep, as I always do in a bivouac. 

But my friends left me little peace, rousing me again and again ; 
and as they were being cruel only to be kind, I just had to put up 
with it. Our teeth chattered, but it was no worse. I suffered most 
in my knees, which were wedged against two sizeable icicles. Those 
icicles were melted during the night, but my knees contracted painful 
rheumatic habits which troubled me for the best part of two years 
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At 7 A.M. we were ready to start. Edo clung fast in the upper hole 
of our chimney and tried hard to stem out and up from under the roof. 
After discarding his boots he made better progress, as the woollen 
socks gave him a safer grip on the ice. Above the chimney, a small 
rock step led to a steep snowfield ; but after a few metres' ascent he 
reached good anchorage for safeguarding in a snow niche in the left
hand rock face. Zivko fo.llowed, and then our packs, ski, and axes. 

My hands had gone all stiff again during the long wait and I felt far 
from happy when it came to taking off my boots. Longingly I looked 
at the luggage swinging up from below the overhang and then 
vanishing above the snow step. Even Sergi did not fancy that over
hang, so I traversed to the right to open rock and then went straight up. 
There was not much climbing about it, really ; the rope did most of 
the work, as my numbed hands failed .... to get a grip on the ice-coated 
stone. Once in safety \¥ith Edo and Zivko, I rubbed my hands with 
snow and fairly cried over it with pain. By the time we were all 
reassembled it was nearly I I o'clock. 

Steep snow bore upwards to the left, skirting the smooth rock face, 
passing over the precipitous buttress piled against it. The ·actual 
climbing was not so difficult as further down, but the snow was terribly 
steep. We made headway very slowly ; safeguarding had to be very 
thorough throughout, owing to the exposed position. Time passed. 
Finally we reached the last steep snow below the top of the buttress. 
An icy wind swept down upon us from the glacier, but the nearness 
of our goal gave us new strength. 

An overhanging rock, the summit of the buttress, brought us to a 
full stop. Success depended upon our finding a negotiable traverse 
to the left. A narrow, snow-bound shelf led to the corner. Edo was 
given 30 m. of rope and advanced along that doubtful traverse. 
For my part, I could not see how it was to be done by the rest of us 
plus luggage. For the moment there was nothing for it but to wait. 
The wind was so high that we had to shout in order to make each other 
hear. Edo's report was most depressing. The shelf shallowed out 
into the smooth rock face. . Doubtless negotiable in summer, it offered 
us no way out under present conditions. It vvas impossible for us to 
surmount the buttress and so gain the frieze of rock beyond. The 
40-m. perpendicular rock face on the right is very difficult to climb 
even in summer, and for us it was out of the question. Should we 
nevertheless make the attempt ? It would mean a second bivouac 
without a tent at an altitude of zooo m., with a cutting wind and 
bitter cold. Our debate was brief. Could we make the ascent ? In 
good condition, with good weather and with good luck, perhaps. 
Could we get down? In good weather, yes. Well, the weather was 
beginning to look doubtful. If only kind Father Triglav would let 
it last just for one day more ! 

Silent but resolute, we four started on the arduous descent. There 
was more at stake now than the successful ascent of a crag : it was a 
case of returning alive from the snow-bound Triglav Wall. There 
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was no suitable resting-place above our bivouac chimney. Despite 
the late hour we had to climb down thus far, groping our way down the 
rocky sections. 

As I stood on a steep patch of snow below a chimney, waiting for 
Sergi to join me, my ski, for lack of stowing room, developed a spirit of 
independence and disappeared into the depths below, landing 100 m. 
further down on the snow. Well, I was glad to be rid of them ; it 
simplified climbing. My chief troubles were cold and drowsiness. 
While I waited for my companions, hanging on to my axe, I felt 
miserably cold and my eyes u·ould close in spite of me. The others 
were in the same plight. Time and again I went to sleep standing, 
only to wake up with a start as I lost my balance. It was a wretched 
night. My ski we found safe and sound and none the worse for their 
fall, but I was glad to see them go off and down on their own again. 

As if in a dream, I negotiated a traverse by an exposed shelf. I can 
recall no details, only that it was very difficult and that it cost me a great 
effort to cross a small rock face in reaching the snowfield below. 
Then I had to unrope in order to free sufficient length for the luggage. 

Now I was quit of all responsibility and, until my companions 
rejoined me, might venture at last to sleep. I rammed my axe deep 
into the snow and kicked out two steps, but the declivity was such that 
the snow kept breaking away. Still, I could rest my head on the axe 
and doze off. A foothold broke, and I only just managed to cling 
fast to my axe, as I realised with a start that I was not roped. Clearly 
this was no time for sleeping, or I should go down in the wake of my 
ski without any likelihood of conveniently sticking fast. So I hummed 
and crooned to myself and persevered in my desperate attempts to 
keep awake. 

Then Edo joined me, and I slipped on my noose and secured myself 
to my axe. 

There was still the big snowfield above our bivouac chimney to 
descend. It looked abominably steep by night. There was evil in 
the look of that smooth plane inclining down into the bottomless 
dark. vVhen I looked down, it broke into ripples like water ; when 
I aimed for a step, my foot encountered the void. Of course it was 
Shrove Tuesday, and all the world a-masquerading ! Even the 
pinnacle to the right of our gully refused to look the same for two 
seconds running. I had to stare very hard before it turned back into 
ordinary black rock. 

At last we gained the snow hole above our. chimney. It was 5 A.M., 

and two more hours till daybreak. With a last flicker of energy I un
buckled my crampons. Then I slept. Sergi told me afterwards that 
he pushed a bit of quince cheese into my mouth and that I swallowed 
it. I remember nothing. We slept like the dead, all except Sergi, 
whose feet were painful with frost-bite. 

Two hours later it was day. We had slept but two hours, after 
22 hours' uninterrupted and strenuous climbing ; but daylight renewed 
our strength, and we continued our descent without delay. Our 
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bivouac chimney and the bit of open rock \¥e negotiated by letting our
selves down by the rope. We found my ski in the snow gully below, 
quite undamaged. Father Triglav knew I should never get back to 
Mojstrana without them. 

During the night the sky had become overcast and now it began to 
snow. Instinctively we became silent. Our former tracks were so 
plain in the snO\¥ that they were not likely to become obliterated for 
several hours to come. Fortunately we were no longer very far from 
the foot of the climb, for at times it snowed so hard that we lost all 
sense of being on a rock face, as we could see nothing beyond a couple 
of yards' distance. 

We made no attempt to climb down any difficult bits, but just let 
ourselves down by the rope. We avoided the ticklish traverse by 
taking a short aerial cruise. 

At last we came to the final gully, and none too soon, for by now we 
were completely exhausted. We used pitons where they were quite 
unnecessary and took an age over an easy fissure. At 3 P.M. we stood 
on the shelf at the foot, s6 hours after our start from there. 

Our subsequent descent to the Aljaz hostel was far from pleasurable. 
We were dead beat. When it came to putting on ski we felt as 
helpless at first as the veriest tyros. But then we made good time to 
the frontier guard house. The soldiers had hot black coffee waiting 
ready for us and we sipped it standing, for we dared not rest. The 
good fellows had been very anxious on our behalf, especially when we 
were on that last traverse just before turning back. They had heard 
us shouting and feared there had been an accident. 

One cigarette, and then we slid down the valley. It had never 
seemed so long. Once more it was night, with all the phantasms of 
over-fatigue. I could not rid myself of the illusion that the moon was 
above me to the right ; but when I looked up, there was only the starless 
grey of the snowy night, and the trees, horribly grotesque. ' Shrove 
Tuesday masquerade,' scrunched the ski, and the sound seemed 
monstrous in the deathly stillness of the night, torturing every nerve in 
one's head. 

At last, the lights of Mojstrana l Light and \¥armth streamed 
invitingly from the open door of the inn. But at that moment a bunch 
of roistering Shrove-tide revellers scared us off, and we fled back into 
the night. Off the main road we entered a quiet hostelry where we 
found shelter, food and rest. 
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